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It is shown that for any • > 0 and for any sufficiently large 1 (1 -- e)2/2/logbQ 
is a lower bound for the average computation time required by any one-tape, 
off-line Turing machine with Q internal states for implementing addition or 
mtfltiplication of two consecutively written b-adic numbers (b > 2) with l 
digits each, where the average is taken over all pairs of numbers with l digits. 
Conversely: For any • > 0 and for both operations Turing machine construc- 
tions are indicated, whose computation times are smaller than (1 + E)2/2]logb Q 
for any sufficiently large 1 and for any pair of numbers with l digits each, 
where the number Q of internal states of the Turing machine has to be chosen 
large for small •. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Hennie (1965) gives a very clear presentation f a method for getting lower 
bounds for the time required by one-tape, off-line Turing machine compu- 
tations. This method, to which we shall refer to as the crossing sequence 
method, was simultaneously known to Barzdin (1965), and had been first 
used in a somewhat different form by Rabin (1963). These authors considered 
recognition problems, i.e., problems with only two possible outcomes: 
after processing a given input pattern, the Turing machine ither "accepts" 
it or "rejects" it. From the papers of Hennie and Barzdin, cases are known 
where the optimum computation time lies between Kl l  2 and K2l 2, where l 
is the length (number of tape squares) of the input pattern and K 1 and K s 
are suitable constants. 
* This work is the content of the Author's Master's Thesis (Diplomarbeit, University 
of Zurich, 1970). The author is indebted to Prof. V. Strassen who directed this thesis 
and to Dr. M. Sieveking who provided valuable criticism. 
*Present address: Dept. of Computer Science, Stanford University, Stanford, 
California 94305. 
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In this paper we shall investigate the time required for addition and for 
multiplication of two consecutively written natural numbers in some arbitrary 
basis b /> 2, that will be kept fixed throughout. These operations are 
interesting in themselves. But we shall study them also in order to show that 
precise time bounds can be determined with the crossing sequence method. 
In Section I I I  we will show that for any e > 0 and for any sufficiently large l
(1 -- e) 212/logb Q is a lower bound for the average computation time required 
by machines with (2 internal states to implement either addition or multi- 
plication of two numbers with l digits each, where the average is taken over all 
such pairs of numbers. In Section IV for any given positive real number 
we shall construct an addition machine and a multiplication machine whose 
computation times are less than (1 @ E) 212/log~  for any sufficiently large l
and for any input consisting of a pair of numbers with l digits each, where the 
number ~ of internal states, and for the multiplication machine also the 
number of tape symbols, will be chosen large for small E. 
In Section I I  we shall present a refined version of the crossing sequence 
method tailored to our needs, keeping the presentation as closed as possible 
to Hennie's. Our Turing machines have a singly-infinite tape having a left 
end but not a right end, and they can at any step in their computations do 
each of the following things: change the tape symbol currently scanned by 
the read-write-head, shift the head one square to the right or to the left, 
change their internal state, and halt (Hennie, p. 553). We shall consider tape 
alphabets having at least b + 1 symbols: one will be the "empty" or "blank" 
symbol and b symbols will stand for 0, 1,..., b -- 1 to represent numbers in 
basis b. 
Only these b q- 1 symbols will be used for input and output, but other 
symbols can be used during the computation, so that we can speak of tapes 
having several tracks. The input pattern wiI1 always consist of the represen- 
tation of a number (representation will be understood in basis b throughout), 
one digit in each square, followed by the representation f a second number; 
one blank square lies between both input numbers, all other squares being 
blank. Contrary to the common use, the significance of digits in our represen- 
tations increases from left to right. The input will always begin at the leftmost 
square of the tape, where also the machine head will be located when the 
computation starts. When the computation is finished the head will have 
returned to the leftmost square, at which also the output pattern will begin 
consisting of the representation f a number, one digit in each square, all 
other squares being blank. This output number will be either the sum or the 
product of the input numbers. 
The computation time of a given Turing machine may be a very compli- 
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cated function of the input numbers n, m. Even for numbers n, m with given 
lengths (measured by the number of digits of their representations), some 
pairs of numbers can be processed much more quickly than others. Think 
for instance of multiplying 0 --" 01 and 0 "'- 01. In order to obtain simple and 
tight lower bounds~ we shall take the average time for all computations on 
input numbers of given equal lengths. 
Some of the results have independently been obtained by A. Sch6nhage 
(private communication). 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Notation and Definitions 
We label the tape squares with the positive integers 1, 2,.. beginning at the 
leftmost square of the tape. For any natural number we shall denote by n 
the b-ary representation f n . .  will always denote the "empty" or "blank" 
symbol. Recall that we will consider only input patterns of the form n * m, 
unless otherwise specified. An addition or multiplication machine is any 
Turing machine M that starting on an input n * m ends its computation with 
an output n + m or nm resp., and T(n, m) will denote the time, i.e., the 
numbers of elementary steps needed for this computation. 
Given any function g on pairs of integers, ff~ will always denote the average 
ofg(n, m) taken over all pairs of numbers with I digits 
l b~--I b~--i 
~'--  bZ~_z( b _ 1) 2 ~ ~, g(n, m). 
n=b~-I m=b~-I 
Let us now recall Hennie's definition of a crossing sequence. Given a 
Turing machine M and any input n * m, consider two adjacent squares of the 
tape, say the k and the k + 1 square, and note the moments in the computation 
at which the head crosses the boundary between these squares, which we 
will call the k-th boundary throughout. Since every computation starts with 
the head on the first square of the tape, each odd-numbered crossing between 
two adjacent squares must be a crossing from left to right, and similarly, 
each even-numbered crossing must be from right to left. Let s(i) denote the 
internal state of M when the head crosses the k-th boundary for the i-th time. 
Then the sequence Ck(n, m)= s(1), s(2),.., will be called the crossing 
sequence at the k-th boundary associated with the computation of M on the 
input n * m. We will denote it also as Ck(I ) when we are referring to an 
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arbitrary input I. Since we shall be concerned with computations that always 
halt with the head at the left end of the tape, all crossing sequences 
encountered will have even, finite lengths. L(Ck) will denote the length of the 
crossing sequence Ck . 
We will adopt he following convention with regard to the use of logarithms: 
unless otherwise indicated log will refer to the basis b. 
B. The Crossing Sequence Method 
The first three lemmas constitute the core of the method. Lemma 1 
establishes the relationship between the crossing sequences and the compu- 
tation time. Lemma 2 permits us to determine the number of different 
crossing sequences that must appear at a given boundary for the computations 
on a given set of inputs. Lemma 3 gives a lower estimate for the average 
length of a set of pairwise different crossing sequences. 
Let M be an arbitrarily given Turing machine that is guaranteed tohalt with 
its head on the first square of the tape, and that will remain fixed throughout 
this section. 
co 
LEMMA 1. T(n, m) = ~=IL(C~(n, m)). 
Lemma 1 is obvious, since each step in the computation adds one member 
to exactly one crossing sequence. Since the computation halts only a finite 
number of squares is visited and L(Ce(n, m)) = 0 for almost all k. Because 
of the linearity of averaging we obtain the following 
COROLLARY.  T1 ao : Z~=IL(G(n, m)). 
LEMMA 2. Let 11 and 12 be two input patterns that coincide for the first h 
squares of the tape. Let 01 and 02 be the corresponding output patterns. I f  the 
crossing sequences Ck(I1) and C~(I~) coincide in their even numbered members, 
or even when the sequence of the even numbered members of Ck(Ia) coincide with 
an initial part of the sequence ofthe even numbered members ofCk(Ie) , the crossing 
sequences C~(I1) and Ck(I2) are equal and 01 and 02 coincide for the first h 
squares. 
This lemma is a modified version of Theorem 1 in Hennie (1965). To 
prove it one has to follow one by one the crossings over the h-th boundary 
in the computations of M on I 1 and I2 • Notice that after corresponding odd- 
numbered crossings the same pattern is left on the first h squares of the tape, 
while after corresponding even-numbered ones the machine enters the h-th 
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square in the same internal state. Notice also that we have to use the assump- 
tion that M always finishes its computations with the head scanning the first 
square, in order to rule out the possibility that C~(I~) be an initial part of 
Ck(I2). We omit a detailed proof. 
The following lemma is a well-known fact from information theory. 
LEMMA 3. Let w 1 ..... wn be a set of finite sequences of elements from a 
finite set with Q >7 2 elements, uch that no w~ is equal to any w~ or to an initial 
part of wjfor i :/: j. Let L(wi) denote the number of elements of wi . Then 
1 log n 
z, L (~)  >~ log 9 " n i=i 
We shall need also the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. Let Q be the number of internal states of the Turing machine M. 
Let {li : i E S} be a finite set of inputs that coincide on the first k squares of the 
tape, and consider the following equivalence r lation on S: i ~-~ j if the outputs 
corresponding to I i and lj coincide on the first k squares of the tape. Assume 
further that there are n equivalence classes and all have the same number of 
elements. Then 
1 ~ L(Ck(I~)  >/21ogn 
t S[  ies logQ " 
Proof. Choose from each equivalence class one element r~- with 
L(Ck(I,~)) ~ L(C~(I~)) 
for any s in the same class. We thus get n inputs Iq  ,..., 1% that coincide on 
the first h squares and whose outputs differ pairwise for these squares. The 
subsequences of the even elements of the Ck(I,) , j -~ 1,..., n, must be pair- 
wise different because of Lemma 2, and it follows because of Lemma 3 that 
1 ~ L(C~(Irj)) /> 2 log n 
j= l  
Since the L(Ck(Irj)) are minimal in their respective classes and all classes 
have equally many elements, the same remains valid if we take the average 
over all of S. Q.E.D. 
64.312o15-~ 
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I I I .  LOWER BOUNDS 
Instead of estimating :F~ for addition machines we shall prove the following 
stronger theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be any addition machine with Q internal states, n an 
arbitrary natural number and l the number of digits of n. Then 
1 b~--i 
(b --  i) b ~-x Z 
m=b I-I 
212 
T(n, m) >/72z-~ + KI  mgk¢ 
for an appropriate K independent ofn and 1. 
Proof. We shall apply Lemma 4 to each of the boundaries that must be 
crossed by the head during the computations considered, thus getting lower 
estimates for the average length of the corresponding crossing sequences. The 
estimate for the average time follows from Lemma 1. 
For k = 1 ..... l - -  1 and for the set of inputs {n * m:  m = b~-l,..., b ~ --  1} 
the equivalence relation of Lemma 4 yields b e classes with b~-~-l(b-  1) 
elements each. Hence 
1 b~-I 2k 
(b - -  1) b ~-~ ~ L(C~(n, m)) >/ logQ {k : 1,..., l - -  1). (1) 
m~b ~-1 
For k = l we have (b --  1) b ~-1 classes with one element each: 
1 b~-i 2 (1 - -1+log(b - - I ) ) .  (2) (b - -1 )b  *-1 Z L(Cz(n, m)) >/ 
//2=b ~-1 
For k : l -¢- 1,..., 21, let k' : 2l -¢- 1 --  k, i.e., h' is the number of digits 
of m on the right of the k-th boundary. For fixed k and for each fixed p 
with 0 ~< p < b ~-k' the (b --  1) b e'-I outputs corresponding to the inputs 
of the set {n * p + rbt-k':  r = be'-l , . . ,b e' -- 1} differ on the first k squares 
of the tape. Hence 
bk'--1 2 
z(o~(n, p + rb~-~')) >~ ~ (k' --  1 + log(b -- 1)) 
(b 1) bl~,-1 r=bk'-i 
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Since this expression does not depend on p we obtain 
1 b~--I 2 , 
(b--1)  b ~-~ X L(Ck(n,m)) ~ ( k  --1 + log(b- - I ) )  
m=b ~ -1 
Summing up (1), (2) and (3) we get 
(k=l+ l  .... ,2 0 . (3) 
1 bt--1 2~ 1 bt--1 X"' 
T(n, m) >~ X~ 
K" 
L(C~(n, m)) 
(b - -  1) (b - -  1) m=b~-I k=l  m=bZ-1 
2 log ~_1)  ~> ~ (l 2 +/ log(b -  1) + 
Q.E.D. 
Note that the same proof would apply for the problem of transporting an 
input of length l l + 1 squares to the left. Thus, no time is lost for adding the 
transported igits. In fact, if we permit inputs where both summands are 
written on different tracks of the tape, beginning at the same place, addition 
can be carried out in real time (i.e., time equal to the length of the input). 
For the multiplication we would expect a lower bound at least as large as 
for the addition, for multiplication is considered to be more complex. In 
fact the same bound applies, but the proof is more elaborate. There are some n 
for which the formula of Theorem 1 obviously does not apply (for instance 
n = b~-l). We solve this difficulty by averaging over both n and m. 
We need the following 
LEMMA 5. Let n = p2 . . . .  p:~ be the prime number decomposition of n. 
Then 
1 & logp~ (1__ 1 
n a~l~ ¢(d) logd  = ~--~1Pi--1 7 ) ,  (4) 
where ¢ is Euler' s function and the summation on the left runs over all divisors of n. 
Pro@ Both sides of (4) are additive functions of n (a function of integers 
f(n) is called additive if f(nm) -= f(n) +f (m)  for n, m relative prime). This 
is trivial for the right side. To prove it for the left side we use the well known 
fact that 
aln aln 
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We have 
ni t /  
= 1 ~ ~ ~ (~) ~ (~-) (,og ~ +,o~ 
nm aln *ln~ 
Now it suffices to prove (4) for prime powers. Remember that ¢(p*) = 
(p --  1)p *-1. We have 
1 a~ 1 ~ ¢(d)log p--; o¢ logd=p- ;a j  
= 1 (e logp Z ¢(d) - -  ~] ¢(d) logd) p. 
al~ e a[~ e 
= e logp - -~  ~ ¢(p') i logp 
i=0 
- -  1 el) "+1 - -  (e  + 1)p" + 1) 
= logp (e P P~ (p _ 1) 2 
- 
THEOREM 2. Let M be any multiplication machine with Q internal states. 
For any positive integer l
T~ ~> (2l~/log Q) + KI 
for an appropriate K independent of L 
Proof. We shall first fix n and estimate [b~-l( b -- ~lJl~l-lx~b~-x~=~-I T(n, ram). 
The expression obtained will depend on n, and we shall use Lemma 5 to 
estimate its average over n. 
For fixed n let d~ = (n, b k) be the maximum common divisor of n and b ~. 
First we want to apply Lemma 4 to the k-th boundary for k = 1,..., I -- 1 
and for the set of inputs {n * m:  m = bt-1,..., b ~ --  1}; thus we have to 
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verify that all classes have equally many elements and to determine the number 
of classes. Now we have 
n * m ~., n ,  m'  ¢:~ nm -~ nm'(mod bk) <:~ n(m - -  m')  ~ 0 (rood b ~) 
n (m- -m' )~0 mod . *~m~m'  mod <=~ 
Hence there are b~/d~ classes with b~-k-l(b - -  1) d~ elements each, and 
1 b~--i 2 
F. L (C~(n ,m))  >~ ~ (k - -  log 4 )  (k= 1 .... ,Z - - l ) .  (5) 
b~-~(b - -  1) re=b" 
Similarly, 
1 b~-I 2 
b~-l(b - -  1) ~ L(C~(n, m)) /> ~ (1 -- 1 ,-k log(b -- 1) -- log d~). (6) 
m=b~-i 
For h - - l@l  .... ,21 let k ' :2 l -k  1 - -k  and p be arbitrary with 
0 ~ p < b ~-~'. Consider the set {n * p q- rbl-k': r = b~'-l,..., b k ' -  1} 
with the equivalence relation of Lemma 4. Note that r 1 and r e belong to the 
same class if and only if nr 1 ~ nr2(mod b~+l). It follows that there are 
bk'- l(b - -  1)/d~+ 1 classes with d~+ 1 elements each. Sincep was chosen arbitrary, 
we obtain 
1 b~--I 2 
b'- l (b - -  1) ~' L(C~(n,  m)) >~ ~ (k' -- 1 q- log(b -- 1) -- log dz+l) 
m=b~-i (k = z + 1,..., 2l). (7) 
Summing up (5), (6) and (7), we get 
1 bg--1 
b_~(b _ 1) ~ T(n ,m)  
m=bZ-1 
/>~ l =+l log(b -1)+Iogb-b  1 
k=l 
2 >~ ~ ll 2 -1- l log(b -- 1) + log b --b 1 2l log d,+l I, (8) 
for d~ ~ d~ when k ~< q. 
Remember that d~+ 1 -~ (n, b~+l). Averaging (8) over n yields 
:F~ >/~ I ~ q- l log(b - 1) q- log - 21 bZ_~(b _ 1) ~ 
n=b~-I 
log(n, b~+l)l. 
(9) 
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We have to show that the expression which multiplies l in the last term can 
be replaced by a constant not depending on l. To make things simpler we 
shall extend the limits of summation: 
l b~--I 
b,- l(b - -  1) Z log(n, b +l) _ _  
n=b ~-1 
b2 1 bg+l 
(b - - l )  b ~+1 Z log(n,b ~+1) 
b z 
bl+l 2 2 log 
b- -1  dibZ+l l{n:ln,bZ+l}=d } d 1 
b ~' 1 [ b ~+1 ] 
= b -- 1 b ~+1 ~ ¢ k - -d ]  log d. 
dlbZ+l 
With the help of Lemma 5 we obtain from (9) 
TZ>/1-~-gQ 12 + l  og(b - -1)  -- b - -~ ~=~P~--I + l°g  , 
where Pl ,..., P8 are the different prime divisors of b. Q.E.D. 
IV. UPPER BOUNDS 
For the purposes of this paragraph we classify the Turing machines 
encountered according to the paths of their heads on the tape during their 
computations on inputs of the form xa • m. I f  for two machines these paths 
are identical for any input, its computation times are trivially equal. 
For any natural number p, we say that a Turing machine is of type p if, 
for any input n * m, where n and m are assumed to have the same number l 
of digits, the machine head moves in the following way: it starts moving to 
the right until it encounters the p-th digit of m, then moves to the left until 
it comes to the first digit of n, then to the right again until it finds the 2p-th 
digit of m, then to the left until the (p -]- 1)-th digit of n, again to the right 
until the 3p-th digit of m and then to the left until the (2p + 1)-th digit of n, 
and so forth; when all of the input has been processed, the head comes back 
to the first square and the machine halts. 
Let us first consider addition machines of type 1. We assume the reader 
knows how to construct some of them and we prefer to omit more explanation. 
Such machines implement addition in time ~-~212. If b -~ 2 (i.e., binary 
numbers), the reader will probably find it difficult to construct an addition 
machine of type 1 with less than 7 or 8 internal states. For b = 2 and Q = 8 
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the computation time is three times greater than our lower bound. For larger b 
we find a smaller gap between this bound and the computation time of a 
reasonably well constructed addition machine of type I. This is due to the fact 
that we can modify a machine of type 1 for binary addition to get one for basis b 
by just taking b --  2 additional internal states. Thus we see that the ratio 
between the logarithms of the number Q1 of "information carrying states", 
i.e., those states used to "memorize" digits, and the total number Q of states 
can easily be increased with larger b. By increasing the ratio log Q1/log Q, 
which we will informally call the information carrying efficiency, one can get 
closer to the lower bound. 
I f  we admit that any addition machine has some internal states that are 
not information carrying (let us call them organizational states), we are forced 
to increase the total number of states in order to increase the information 
carrying efficiency. We have seen that we can do this by taking a large basis b. 
But we also can do it without resorting to modifying b, by considering addition 
machines of type p and choosing p large. 
THEOREM 3. For any ~ ~ 0 there is an addition machine such that for 
any sufficiently large land, for any n, m with b z-1 ~ n, m < b ~, 
T(n, m) < (1 + ~) 212/logQ. 
Proof. The computation time of a machine of type p is T = ~.~212/p; 
thus for any E' we can find l 0 such that for any l > 10 and n, m with l digits 
each, the input n • m is processed in T < (1 + d) 2l~/p. Let us estimate 
the number of internal states required to construct an addition machine of 
type p. In order to read a block that can have one to p digits (because the last 
block may be shorter) b + b 2 + -.. + b~ < b~[b/(b -- 1)] internal states 
suffice. Double this number to account also for the adding of the "memorized" 
digits to the corresponding ones of n, and take another bv[b/(b -- 1)] for 
organization and carriage (in fact 2p would suffice for this purpose, for large p). 
We thus get Q ~[3b/ (b - -1 ) ]b  ~ and we can choose p such that 
log Q < p(1 q- ~'). For such p and sufficiently large 1 we have 
T < (1 + ~')212/p < (1 + #)2212/logQ. 
Choose ~' adequately and the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
Let us turn our attention to multiplication. A multiplication machine of 
type 1 can be constructed with about 2b 2 q- b + 5 internal states and an 
alphabet with (b + 1) 2 symbols. We think of the tape as having two tracks 
for "small characters" or one track for "big ones", and let the alphabet have 
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at least b "big characters" and b 2 "small ones". Input and output are printed 
in "big characters". During the computation on an input n * rn the 
multiplicand n is shifted by one square in each pass from left to right and is 
written in the lower track of the tape, while the partial result stands in the 
upper track. Let us complete the description with a numerical example: 
let b = 10 and consider the input 357 * 691 (recall that we write numbers 
inversely to the common use). First the head goes to the square containing 6, 
erases it and comes back to the first square, while the machine is in a state 
that indicates "multiply by 6". In one pass from left to right 357 is multiplied 
by 6 and the partial result 8154 is written in the upper track, while the 
multiplicand is shifted and written in the lower one. When the machine scans 
the 9, the situation on the tape looks as follows: R154 u3 7* 91. The square that 
contains ~ has been marked. 9 is erased and the head goes back to ~. Since 
9 • 3 -1- 1 = 28, 8 is written on this square and the machine goes into the 
state "multiply by 9, carry 2, shift 3" while the head moves right. ~ replaces 
at its position on the tape (because 2 + 9 • 5 + 5 = 52) and the machine 
goes into the state "multiply by 9, carry 5, shift 5", and so forth. Not all 
triplets "multiply by x, carry y, shift z" must appear in the program of the 
machine because the carriage may assume only two values for given x and z. 
To improve the information carrying efficiency we want to consider multi- 
plication machines of type p. In order to show that such machines exist, we 
prove the following 
LEMMA 6. For any natural numbers c and p with c < b ~ there exists a 
Turing machine Mo.~ with the following properties: 
(a) Given any input n, Mc,~ multiplies n by c, writing cn on the upper 
track of the tape, and simultaneously shifts the input n by p squares to the right, 
writing it on the lower track; 
(b) Mc,~ works in real time, i.e., its head never moves left, and 
(c) Me,~ has less than 8b ~ internal states. 
Proof. For any natural number m with the representation r  = zlz 2 ..., 
and for i ~ j denote by re(i, j) the number epresented by the word zi "'" z j .  
I f  b j > m, fill the lacking digits in the representation of m with O's to get 
m(i,j). For i > j  define m(i,j) = 0. In the FORTRAN notation, m(i,j) = 
int(mod(m, bJ)/bi-a). We will use this notation to split numbers as in the 
following example: 
n(1, k + p + 1) = n(1, k) + b~n(k + 1, k + 1) + b~+ln(k + 2, k + p) 
+ bk+~n(k + p + l , k  + p + l). 
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The parentheses indicating the truncation will always refer to the number 
immediately preceeding them and have higher priority than arithmetical 
operations. Thus our notation is unambiguous. For the sake of readability, 
however, we will sometimes write c • n(1, k) instead of cn(1, k). 
We will make use of the following method for calculating the cut of a sum: 
suppose we want to compare (n(1, k) q- m(1, k))(1, k) and n(1, k) q- re(l, k); 
then pose the question 
(Q) .(1, k) + toO, k) ~ b~, 
and let A be 1 if the answer is positive or 0 if it is negative; then we have 
(,(1, k) + re(l, k))(1, k) -= n(1, k) + toO, k) -- Ab ~. 
We are interested in calculating the (k q- p + 1)-th digit of the product cn 
by making use of n(k + 1, k q- p q- 1). Obviously 
(cn)O , k + p + 1) = (c. n(1, k + p + 1))(1, k + p + l). 
Recall that c < b ~. We have 
c 'n(1,  k+p+ 1) =c 'n (1 ,  k )+b ~.(c .n (k+l ,k+p) ) (1 ,p )  
+ b~+~{(~ • .(k + 1, k + p))(p + 1, 2p) 
- / c  • n(k + p + 1, k + p + 1)}. (10) 
The factor of b k+~ depends only on n(k + 1, k + p + 1) and c, while the 
first and the second term in the right hand side of (10) are smaller than 
b ~+~. Hence the sum of the first two terms can yield at most a carriage of 1 
to the (k + p + 1)-th digit of cn. This carriage, that we will denote by A1, 
is all one has to know about n(1, k) for calculating the (k + p + 1)-th digit 
of  cn .  
If we replace k by k + 1 in (10) ,we need know the carriage A2 yielded by 
c • n(1, k + 1) + b ~+1" (c • n(k + 2, k + p + 1))(1, p) to the (k + p + 2)-th 
digit of cn. We want to show that A2 can be calculated from A1 and 
n(k+ 1, k+p+ 1). 
A1 is 1 if there is a positive answer to the following question and 0 if the 
answer is negative: 
(Q1) c.  n(l, k) + b k.  (c. n(k + 1, k +p))(1,p)  ~ b k+~. 
A2 is 1 if there is a positive answer to the following question and 0 if the 
answer is negative: 
9 
(Q2) c. n(1, k -t- 1) + b ~+1. (c . n(k + 2, k + p + 1))(1, p) ~ b ~+~+1. 
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Let A3 correspond in the same way to the answer of 
(Q3) (c.n(k + l ,k  + l))(1,p) + (bc.n(k + 2, k + p))(1,p) ~bL 
We contend that (Q2) is equivalent to 
(Q2') A1 +A3+(c .n (k+ l, kq -1) ) (p+ l ,p+ l) 
+ {(c. n(k + 2, k + p))(p, p) 
+ c.n(k + p + 1, k +p + l)}(1,1) ~b.  
To see this, notice that the expression evaluated in (Q1) can be written as 
c .  n(1, k) + b~{(c • n(k + 1, k + 1))(1, p) 
+ (bc" ,,(k + 2, k + p))(1, p) - -  A3b~} 
= c .  n(1, k) + b~{(c • n(k + 1, k -l- t ) ) (1,p)  
+ b • (c • n(k + 2, k + p))(1, p - -  I) - -  A3b'}, 
while the expression in (Q2) can be transformed as follows: 
c • n(1, k) + b~'c • n(k -t- 1, k + 1) 
+ b ~+~ "{c .n(k + 2, k +p) + b~-ac "n(k +p + 1, k -}-p + 1)}(1, p) 
= c" n(1, k) + b k" (c" n(k + 1, k + 1))(1,p) 
+ b ~+~" (c" n(k + 1, k + 1))(p + 1,p + 1) 
+b ~+l ' (c .n (k+2,k+p) ) (1 ,p -  1) 
+ b k+~. {(c. n(k + 2, k + p))(p, p) + c. n(k +p + l, k +p-I- 1)}(1,1) 
= c • n(1, k) + b k • (c • n(k + 1, k + p))(1, p) + A3b k+~ 
-+- b ~+~ • (c • n(k + 1, k + 1))(p + 1,p + 1) 
+ b ~+~" {(c" n(k -t- 2, k + p))(p, p) 
+ c " n(k + p + 1, k + p + l)}(1,1), 
and one sees that this is greater than b 7c+r+1 iff (Q2') is true. 
Now it is clear how one can construct M,,~ for given c, p. M,.~ has to 
remember the last p digits scanned by its head in order to shift them by p 
squares, and from the digits it scanned before it only has to remember the 
carriage. Thus a typical state of M~.~ will be of the form S~(x 1,..., x~), 
where u = 0 or 1 is the carriage, and x 1 ,..., x~ are the last p digits scanned. 
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The shift x 1 -.. x, is a word over the input alphabet {*, 0,..., b -- 1}, but no 
*'s may appear between two xi's that are not *'s. Since the number of words 
of this type is 
l I ~ b . 1+ ~ ~ (b~+'"+b) = l'/-i~__ l~(b ' - l )  
(,)' - -1+ ~ b" bp 
b - -1  
< 4b ~, 
less than 8b ~ internal states uffice for Mc.~ • Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. For any e > 0 there is a multiplication machine with an 
alphabet of (b + 1) 3 symbols uch that for any sufficiently large l and for any n 
and m with b ~-1 ~ n, m < b ~ 
T(n, m) < (2 + e) 212/Iog Q. 
Proof. As for the proof of Theorem 3, we consider machines of type p 
and choose p large enough. Blocks of p digits are treated as single digits of a 
representation in basis b p, and the construction resembles that of the multi- 
plication machine of type 1, the tape also having two tracks. For each 
0 ~ c < b ~ the machine has a "sub-machine" similar to Me. ~ that shifts 
the multiplicand by p squares to the right and calculates the partial result 
in each pass from left to right (excepting the first one). The carriage (of 
adding to the partial result in the upper track) is alsmost determined by the 
digits being shifted: it may have two values for a given shift. Hence less than 
16br internal states suffice for each sub-machine and the multiplication 
machine of type p can be constructed with about 16b ~ internal states. Now 
we can choose e' adequatly, then choose p with log Q < (2 + E')p and then 
l o such that for I > l 0 and for b 1-1 ~ n, m < b ~ we have 
T(n, m) < (1 -}- e') 212/p < (1 + d)(2 + e') 21"2/logQ < (2 + e) 212/logQ. 
Q.E.D. 
The reason for this discrepancy between the computation time of the 
machine just constructed and the lower bound lies in the necessity of simul- 
taneously remembering two blocks of p digits: one from the multiplier and 
one from the multiplicand. A way to avoid this necessity is to write the block 
ofp digits from the multiplier in each square visited by the machine head in 
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its path from right to left. Thus the machine can "forget" these digits when 
its head starts moving to the right, and only has to remember the p digits to 
be shifted as well as the carriage. It follows 
THEOREM 5. For any e > 0 there is a multiplication machine such that for 
any sufficiently large l and for any n, m with b z-1 <~ n, m < b ~ 
r(n, m) < (1 + e) 2/2/log Q 
Proof. Should be clear. Note that p + 2 tracks are needed. For small e 
we have to first choose p large enough and then take an alphabet having a 
little more than b ~+~ symbols. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The lower bounds we have obtained for the addition and multiplication 
are asymptotically the best ones obtainable by considering the relationship 
between the computation time and the number of internal states ("internal 
memory") of the Turing machine. To prove Theorem 5 we started from the 
construction used in Theorem 4 and we could reduce its "internal memory" 
by adding "external memory" in the form of a greater working alphabet. 
(The external memory of a Turing machine is unlimited anyway, for the tape 
is infinite. The access to this external memory is very slow, while no time is 
required for access to the internal memory. Thus, increasing the number of 
tape symbols results in decreasing the access time for the external memory.) 
Our results demonstrate he power of the crossing sequence method for 
obtaining bounds that depend only on the internal memory capacity of the 
Tuting machine, but they also seem to indicate the insufficiency of such bounds 
to grasp the complexity of algorithms. It seems necessary to derive bounds 
for the computation time that take into consideration both the internal and 
the external memory capacity. Since the crossing sequence method does not 
account for the number of tape symbols, there is the need to develop other 
methods to solve this problem. A first step in this direction could 
be accomplished by trying to fill the gap between Theorems 4 and 5. We 
believe that the solution of the problem would permit determining a function 
c(N) such that (1 + ~(N)) 212/log Q is a tight lower bound for the computation 
time of multiplication machines with at most N tape symbols. 
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